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1. Henri-Victor Regnault
French, 1810 - 1878
Printed by Louis Désiré Blanquart-Evrard
French, 1802 - 1872
Garden Still Life with Vegetables, about 1853
Salted paper print
Image: 19.2 x 15.7 cm (7 9/16 x 6 3/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
84.XP.345.78

2. Roger Fenton
British, 1819 - 1869
Still Life with Fruit and Decanter, 1860
Albumen silver print
Image: 35.4 x 43.2 cm (13 15/16 x 17 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
85.XM.354.4

3. Adolphe Braun
French, 1811 - 1877
Still Life of a Hunting Scene, negative about 1867; print about 1880
Carbon print
Image: 77.3 x 56.2 cm (30 7/16 x 22 1/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
84.XP.252.1

4. Heinrich Kühn
Austrian, born Germany 1866 - 1944
Still Life Reminiscent of Dutch Painting, 1895
Gum bichromate print
Image: 38.6 x 28.9 cm (15 3/16 x 11 3/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
84.XM.829.12
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5. Eugène Atget
French, 1857 - 1927
Grocery Store, 1912
Albumen silver print
Image: 22.2 x 17.8 cm (8 3/4 x 7 in.)
Anonymous gift. The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
94.XM.108.10

6. Paul Strand
American, 1890 - 1976
Photograph, 1916
Gelatin silver/Platinum print on Satista paper
Image: 25.7 x 28.7 cm (10 1/8 x 11 5/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
© 1981 Aperture Foundation Inc., Paul Strand Archive
88.XM.15

7. Walker Evans
American, 1903 - 1975
Fruit and Vegetable Cart, about 1929
Gelatin silver print
Image: 16.5 x 22.9 cm (6 1/2 x 9 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
94.XM.61.2

8. Paul Wolff
German, 1887 - 1951
Plate of Noodles with Fork, about 1929
Gelatin silver print
Image: 17.9 x 23.8 cm (7 1/16 x 9 3/8 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
© Dr. Paul Wolff & Tritschler, Historiches Bildarchive
84.XM.139.27

9. Hans Finsler
Swiss, 1891 - 1972
Most Chocolate Bars, about 1930
Gelatin silver print
Image: 23.5 x 17.3 cm (9 1/4 x 6 13/16 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
84.XP.124.72

10. Edward Weston
American, 1886 - 1958
Bananas, 1930
Gelatin silver print
Image: 19.4 x 24.1 cm (7 5/8 x 9 1/2 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
© 1981 Arizona Board of Regents, Center for Creative Photography
86.XM.14
11. Man Ray (Emmanuel Radnitsky)
American, 1890 - 1976
Cuisine (Kitchen), 1931
Photogravure print
Image: 19.7 x 26 cm (7 3/4 x 10 1/4 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
© Man Ray Trust ARS-ADAGP
84.XM.1000.5

12. Edward W. Quigley
American, 1898 - 1977
Peas in a Pod, about 1935
Gelatin silver print
Image: 34.3 x 27.3 cm (13 1/2 x 10 3/4 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
84.XP.707.3

13. Weegee (Arthur Fellig)
American, born Austria 1899 - 1968
Bagels, Second Avenue, 1940
Gelatin silver print
Image: 33.5 x 26 cm (13 3/16 x 10 1/4 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
© International Center of Photography
84.XM.190.18

14. William Eggleston
American, born 1939
Memphis, negative about 1971; print 1980
Dye transfer print
Image: 40.6 x 50.8 cm (16 x 20 in.)
Gift of Caldecot Chubb. The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
© Eggleston Artistic Trust
98.XM.230.6

15. Bill Owens
American, born 1938
Untitled (Joy of Cooking), 1971
Gelatin silver print
Image: 35.5 x 28 cm (14 x 11 in.)
Purchased in part with funds provided by the
Photographs Council of the J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
© Bill Owens
2005.36.8

16. Leonard Freed
American, 1929 - 2006
New York City, 1972
Gelatin silver print
Image: 20.6 x 30.5 cm (8 1/8 x 12 in.)
Gift of Brigitte and Elke Susannah Freed. The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
© Leonard Freed / Magnum Photos, Inc.
2008.59.15
17. Floris Neusüss
German, born 1937
Supper for Robert Heinecken, Part I, April 1983
Gelatin silver print on auto-reversal paper
Image: 80 x 280 cm (31 1/2 x 110 1/4 in.)
Gift of the Graham and Susan Nash Collection. The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
© Floris Neusüss
99.XM.58.1

18. Floris Neusüss
German, born 1937
Supper for Robert Heinecken, Part II, April 1983
Gelatin silver print on auto-reversal paper
Image: 77 x 277.8 cm (30 5/16 x 109 3/8 in.)
Gift of the Graham and Susan Nash Collection. The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
© Floris Neusüss
99.XM.58.2

19. Martin Parr
British, born 1952
Untitled, 1995
from British Food
Chromogenic print
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos
2007.27.1

20. Martin Parr
British, born 1952
Untitled, 1995
from British Food
Chromogenic print
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos
2007.27.2

21. Martin Parr
British, born 1952
Untitled, 1995
from British Food
Chromogenic print
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos
2007.27.3

22. Martin Parr
British, born 1952
Untitled, 1995
from British Food
Chromogenic print
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos
2007.27.4
23. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.5

24. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.6

25. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.7

26. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.8

27. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.9

28. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.10
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29. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.11

30. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.12

31. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.13

32. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.14

33. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.15

34. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.16
35. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952 
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food 
Chromogenic print 
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.17

36. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.18

37. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.19

38. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952 
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print 
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.20

39. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952 
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print 
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.21

40. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food 
Chromogenic print 
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.22
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41. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
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42. Martin Parr  
British, born 1952  
Untitled, 1995  
from British Food  
Chromogenic print  
Image: 17.8 x 25.4 cm (7 x 10 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Martin Parr/Magnum Photos  
2007.27.24

43. Taryn Simon  
American, born 1975  
U.S. Customs and Border Protection, Contraband Room,  
John F. Kennedy International Airport, Queens, New  
York, negative 2005; print 2007  
Chromogenic color print  
Image: 94.6 x 113 cm (37 1/4 x 44 1/2 in.)  
The J. Paul Getty Museum, Los Angeles  
© Taryn Simon. All rights reserved.  
2009.26.2